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why 
Challenger Lifts?

Current lift model Product & Specification Sheets are available online at www.challengerlifts.com.

air and water powered  EnviroLift™ with patented 
AquaVantage™ Technology

widest drive-thru in industry

highest rise in industry

recirculating ball screw lifting design

lift more vehicles

become realGREEN™- just add water 

widen your productivity 

work more comfortably 

reduce lift downtime 

industry first offset 3-stage front arm  
+ 3-stage rear arm  two post lift

real benefits
» takes  the guesswork out of lift buying 
» easier to properly spot vehicles 
» excellent reach & retraction maximizes productivity

» earth friendly design 
» cutting edge technology 
» green design to help with LEED certification

» easier to drive on vehicles
» minimizes tire pinching against arms
» speeds up vehicle spotting to maximize efficiency
 

» easier for tall technicians to move around
» minimizes discomfort from crouching
» 14 lock positions for ergonomic working height 

» less downtime means more revenue
» lighter weight means easier to move columns 
» no messy hydraulic fluid leaks to clean up



Our comprehensive line of automobile lifts and lift accessories are inspired solutions that create increased shop efficiency 
and enhanced revenue potential. Our innovative product design sets us apart from the rest of the automotive lift industry. 
And it’s what continues to drive important technological advances such as:

The industry’s first 2-post lift with  
both 3-stage front and rear arms to lift 
100% of the top 20 selling vehicles.

Since vehicles come in all  
shapes and sizes, we help you  
select lifts that meet your  
servicing needs. Whether you 
are a quick lube, truck shop,  
independent repair shop or  
dealership, we’re committed to  
ensuring you get the right lift  
to safely repair vehicles that  
come into your shop.

» Heavy and Light-Duty 4-Post Lifts 

» Heavy and Light-Duty Alignment Racks 

» Single and Modular Lube Racks 

» Mid, Short-Rise & Quick Lube Pit Lifts 

» Heavy-Duty Mobile Column Lifts

» Heavy and Light-Duty 2-Post Lifts 

» Premium, Mid-Price, & Economy  Light-Duty 2-Post Lifts 

» Heavy and Light-Duty Inground Lifts, Traditional  

 Electric / Oil and the latest realGREEN™ Water Lift

With a nationwide service and installation network,  
professional help is just a phone call away. To locate 
your local Challenger Lifts Authorized Installation & 
Service representative, phone 800-648-5438 or  
inquire online at www.challengerlifts.com.

dedication

selection

Our exclusive Versymmetric® and  
Versymmetric® Plus Technology  
provide the benefits of asymmetric  
and symmetric only lifts in one design.

symmetric asymmetric

TM

Remodeling, expanding or building a new repair  
facility, we offer full customer support from facility  
planning to installation of lifting equipment. Take  
advantage of our free CAD layout to assist in the  
design and development of your service department. 
Our goal is to make your shop as productive and  
efficient as it should be.

planning

installation & maintenance

Discover the advantage of innovation. Because we’re  
not just lifting vehicles, we’re raising an entire industry. 

Challenger Versymmetric® and Versymmetric® Plus Lifts provide the versatility to lift passenger cars, minivans, trucks and  

SUV’s within the same service bay. This results in 100% lifting efficiency of the Top 20 selling vehicles.

Versymmetric® and Versymmetric® Plus Lifts provide open door clearance for lifting asymmetrically (Dodge Intrepid and  

Caravan) or symmetrically (Dodge Ram 1500 and 3500 Dually). 

The Versymmetric® Plus CL10V3 provides open door clearance for lifting asymmetrically or symmetrically, and  

accommodates vehicles with short and long wheelbases, designated outside pickup points, uni-body and wide body imports. 

Versymmetric® Plus CL10V3 features 

offset 3-stage front arms plus 3-stage 

rear arms for maximum reach and 

retraction to accommodate the widest 

range of vehicle pickup points.

versymmetric® advantage

lift 100% of the Top 20 selling vehicles

A lot has changed over the  
years. Our spirit and dedication  
for providing innovative automotive  
lifts and accessories that increase  
shop efficiency and revenue has not.  

Dedication to providing lifts that exceed industry  
standards comes free with every ALI/ETL certified  
Challenger Lift purchase. Not all lift companies are  
active board members of the Automotive Lift Institute 
(ALI), meeting strict industry standards and marketing 
lifts bearing the “Gold Label” of the ANSI Accredited 
ALI Certification Program. 

We are dedicated to the design, manufacture and  
distribution of the most comprehensive line of superior  
automotive lifts, jacks and accessories in our 140,000 
square foot Louisville, KY manufacturing facility.

EnviroLifts™ that run on air and  
water instead of oil and electricity.
Because with innovation comes a  
responsibility to provide  realGREEN™  
earth friendly lifting solutions.

www.challengerlifts.com

innovation


